whether or not they decide to specify the necessity of materiality in the movement of the credit indicator. Typically, the credit indicator will be the market value of the reference asset which, in most cases, will have been issued by the reference entity (as considered above). Therefore, materiality will relate to the price of that asset in the market. Alternatively, the credit indicator may refer to a particular spread on the value of that reference asset. A final option is to specify more precisely the credit events required. With reference to any particular asset or entity there will be particular events of default which will specify the materiality of the credit deterioration. In any event, the calculation agent will bear the task of identifying the necessary materiality in whichever indicator is chosen.

Thirdly, the issue of valuation of the payment to be made under the credit swap. The date and time for valuation of the payment amount is required in the confirmation. There is no need to choose between the use of bid, offer and mid-market levels from those market-makers. Having identified the levels, the precise method of calculating the market level is then necessary: whether that be an average of market levels, the highest point in the market, or the market level at a particular time.

Performance of the payment then occurs by delivery of the physical portfolio of assets required, or cash settlement. The confirmation will be required to provide for a settlement mechanism in the event that the transaction cannot be performed. Where there has been a credit event, it might be that delivery of assets becomes impossible due to some market failure, or that delivery becomes illegal or impossible under the terms of the underlying reference asset. Delivery is then usually provided in the agreement to be made to the extent possible, or within a reasonable time after the contractual delivery period. Provision for the availability of default penalties for failure to deliver on time, are also necessary. In the event that physical delivery is required, it may be prudent to provide for an alternative of cash settlement in the event that delivery continues to be impossible for a given period after delivery ought to have been made.

Given the importance of the underlying reference asset to the structure of the derivative, it is important to avoid mismatches in business and currency days, and so forth, and to provide for a mechanism in the derivative documentation to cope with failures in the underlying reference asset. For example, whether the reference asset is redeemed otherwise than in accordance with its ordinary redemption, or where the credit support or other covenants surrounding the underlying reference asset fail, a mechanism for terminating and settling the derivatives transaction will be necessary.

250 In identifying the material movement in the market value of the asset, the confirmation must set out the time at which that market level is to be identified, in relation to which exchange or index that level is being calculated, and whether that level is to continue for any length of time.

251 The portfolio refers to the reference assets and other assets which are required under the terms of the transaction to be provided in settlement of the transaction.
Currency swaps

1–206
A currency swap usually takes place in three stages.\textsuperscript{253} First, there is an initial exchange of amounts in different currencies, usually set at a particular exchange rate (normally the spot exchange price on the contract date). Secondly, periodic payments are made by each party to the other calculated by reference to the amounts which each party received under the initial exchange. The precise amounts of the payments are fixed by applying the rate of interest applicable to that particular currency. This is the "swap" element: each party is paying the interest rate appropriate to their currency under the transaction, and so the risk that each party takes is that the interest rate on their currency exceeds the interest rate on the other currency thus requiring that party to pay an excess. Finally there is a re-exchange of currency amounts which reverse the initial exchange. The effective transfer between the parties, then, is a payment of the differential between the interest rates payable on each currency.\textsuperscript{254}

Cross-currency interest rate swaps

1–207
Cross-currency interest rate swaps are hybrids in which one party makes payments in one currency at a fixed rate of interest while its counterpart makes payments in another currency at a floating rate of interest. The genesis of this form of dealing was in bond issues where the purpose of the issue was to enable the issuer to enter into a swap and thus reduce the effective cost of funding. Therefore, it became possible to entice investors to participate in the bond issue where, in the normal run of events, the investment vehicle would not have been able to raise a particular type of funding because of its credit standing.

1–208
The market standard documentation was framed to deal with swaps transactions before it was adapted to deal with the more exotic derivative products.\textsuperscript{255} Therefore, cross-currency interest rate swaps transactions are documented first by a deal ticket and then by the execution of a confirmation.\textsuperscript{256} The confirmation sets out the terms of the transaction, including commencement, payment and maturity dates. It will also specify the relevant currencies, accounts for payments to be made and will, at the discretion of the parties, deal with a number of terms such as termination. However, these more complex terms are generally left to be set down in a master agreement.\textsuperscript{257} The commercial risk management functions of the parties will have to cater for the situation in which transactions are conducted in the absence of a fully executed master agreement. There is increased risk in the transactions where there is no master agreement to regulate the dealings between the parties.\textsuperscript{258} In circumstances where physical amounts of currency are exchanged, the documentary regime is sometimes different for a foreign exchange transaction from that for an interest rate swap. The structure of the product is dependent upon the specific priorities of the bank and the issuer. It will however, follow the pattern set out in the sections dealing with interest rate swaps\textsuperscript{259} and currency swaps,\textsuperscript{260} depending on whether the intention is to produce a commercially efficient rate of funding or to provide the client with a specific amount of the foreign currency.

Documentation

Currency interest rate options are structured in a way that is similar to the swaps considered above (and their documentation in detail in Chs 2 and 3). While the ISDA form of standard documentation will be suitable for these forms of product, the foreign exchange market typically used the IFEMA\textsuperscript{261} form of documentation, but now it has been displaced by the International Foreign Exchange and Currency Option Master Agreement ("IFXCO") which was published on June 1, 2005 by the Foreign Exchange Committee in association with the British Bankers Association and others.\textsuperscript{262} This document is discussed in Ch.2.

The options provisions of IFXCO are supplied by the International Swaps and Derivatives Association ("ISDA") “FX and Currency Option Definitions” of 1997. Thus the provisions of IFXCO and the ISDA Master Agreement and Confirmations considered in Chs 2 and 3 are brought together by dint of common definition of terms. Indeed, many institutions doing derivatives business in the foreign exchange markets do use the ISDA Master Agreement to document those transactions. In using the ISDA documentation,\textsuperscript{263} the contractual form of the products is based upon the same master agreement as the interest rate swap, discussed below; however, the detail of the confirmation is necessarily different. Instead of a series of payment dates by which payments are calculated as amounts of interest as in an interest rate swap, the currency option entitles the investor to receive or sell an amount of currency. Alternatively, it may be provided that an entitlement to receive an amount in one currency is to be exchanged for the equivalent amount in another currency. Therefore, the documentation is structured to take account of the delivery and calculation method. There is a strike price for the option which governs whether or not it can be exercised, whereas an interest rate swap is necessarily effective from the time when it is sold. The market conventions are necessarily those appropriate to foreign exchange products. There is a need to ensure that there are no mismatches between the appropriate business day conventions in relation to each currency.

\textsuperscript{253} "Cross-currency interest rate swaps" are hybrids in which one party makes payments in one currency at a fixed rate of interest while its counterpart makes payments in another currency at a floating rate of interest. The genesis of this form of dealing was in bond issues where the purpose of the issue was to enable the issuer to enter into a swap and thus reduce the effective cost of funding.

\textsuperscript{254} Some currency swaps may omit the initial and/or the final exchange of currency. A currency swap strictly refers to the situation where the rate of interest payable by each party as part of the periodic payments is fixed for both parties. In particular circumstances there may be a "timing mismatch" where payments are made at different times or in relation to different periods by different parties. Therefore some will gain at the expense of others.

\textsuperscript{255} The documentation issues are discussed in more detail in Ch.2.

\textsuperscript{256} Discussed below at para.2–26.

\textsuperscript{257} The relationship between these documents is discussed fully in para.2–08 et seq.

\textsuperscript{258} The credit risk and collateral implications are discussed in para.12–05 et seq.

\textsuperscript{259} See para.1–96.

\textsuperscript{260} See para.1–205.

\textsuperscript{261} IFEMA being the acronym for "International Foreign Exchange Master Agreement".

\textsuperscript{262} The IFXCO agreement is available at www.newyorkfed.org/fic. [Accessed February 1, 2012.]

\textsuperscript{263} With reference to the definitions published by ISDA: ISDA, FX and Currency Option Definitions (ISDA, 1992).
which throws light on the context in which that agreement was created, as set out by Lord Hoffmann in the House of Lords in Investors Compensation Scheme v West Bromwich Building Society.24 In Lomas v JFB Firth Rixon Inc25 Briggs J. (as considered in the previous chapter)26 took an approach to the interpretation of the ISDA Master Agreement which was determined to introduce commercial common sense to it and which refused to read the condition precedent provision in s.2(a)(iii) as requiring that a breach of that condition precedent was a once-and-for-all breach of the master agreement. It is suggested that this overlooks the basis on which ISDA created that agreement in the first place: their purpose was to enable the large swaps dealers to terminate and exit their transactions as easily as possible at the first sign of trouble, and not to bind them into those agreements. However, the reasons why two contracting parties might decide to use that agreement and to modify or not to modify any given provision in the standard terms may be very different from the intentions of the committees which first put those agreements together.

It is helpful when considering the ISDA Master Agreement, which was of course a document created by ISDA which was an organisation created by those investment banks (at a time when the acronym “ISDA” actually stood for the “International Swaps Dealers Association”), to think of those banks and other swaps dealers as being nervous rabbits. A nervous young rabbit is a rabbit which is likely to survive longer in the wild than brave young rabbits or young rabbits that do not experience fear.27 A rabbit is far more likely to survive in the wild if it learns to be aware of potential threats. A nervous rabbit, with its constantly twitching nose, will always be smelling the breeze and listening out for predators and other dangers. A nervous rabbit is always ready to run to safety. So it is with investment banks using master agreements. An investment bank will always be sniffing the air looking to see if its counterparties might be unable to repay their obligations to that bank. The master agreement contains a range of mechanisms for allowing the parties to extricate themselves from their transactions. By allowing a master agreement to be terminated because there has been a default under a transaction with an entirely unrelated party means that the investment bank can terminate its outstanding transactions with its counterpart simply because it can smell a danger on the breeze. For example, if the counterparty has failed to make a payment of interest on its ordinary borrowings, then that would indicate to its derivatives counterparties that that counterparty-borrower is in danger at some point in the future of defaulting on its derivatives obligations. Rather than have to wait for the counterparty actually to default, the investment bank would prefer to be entitled to terminate its master agreement before that event arises. Just as the nervous rabbit will scamper away to its burrow at the first hint of danger, the investment bank is able to call in all of the amounts which are owed to it under the master agreement before the counterpartry falls.

---

26 See para.2–122 et seq.
27 Certainly if you go out into the English countryside in early spring then you will find that young rabbits will happily come and nibble at the grass round your feet as you sit because they have not yet learned to be nervous of anything that is not a rabbit. The same is true, in my experience, of blackbirds. But I digress.
EVENTS OF DEFAULT

Introduction

The "Events of Default" in the ISDA Master Agreement are eight in number in the standard form, although the parties may add events of default through the schedule to their master agreement. They are set out in s.5(a) of the ISDA Master Agreement. The events of default require that the non-defaulting party (that is, the party who has not committed the event of default) must serve a notice on the defaulting party both identifying the event of default at issue and also that the termination procedure is then begun. The non-defaulting party must nominate an "Early Termination Date" and then the termination procedure is considered at para.3–94 et seq. begins. The termination procedure is analysed below, for the present we shall focus on the extent and terms of the events of default and identify what will and what will not fall within them. Each of the events of default is taken in turn. The discussion considers the various types of event of default in general terms and refers where necessary to the applicable ISDA Master Agreement language from the 1992 or the 2002 editions of that agreement, as appropriate, as they have appeared in the decided cases.

See para.3–96.
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terminate only a few (and if so, who is entitled to exercise that election). In conducting its calculation, the calculation agent may take into account quotations (although a minimum number required is not specified), it may also rely on "market data", and more concerning perhaps it may rely on "internal sources" if that information is used by the calculation agent in the ordinary course of its business. In essence, the calculation agent may act as they please provided that they follow these few indicators. The calculation agent is required to "consider" any quotations, but is not bound by them. It is the common law notion that a calculation agent must act in good faith and that it may be a fiduciary, as considered in detail above\(^{235}\) that constrains the manner in which the calculation is performed equally well. It is suggested, given the large amount of large as which is given to the calculation agent in this context, that the Determining Party must be accorded fiduciary status in this context so that no conflicts of interest may be permitted, so that all calculations must be justifiable, and so that any undue personal advantage taken from this process which is not permitted by the contract (where that stands for the terms of that person's fiduciary office) must be held on constructive trust for the other party.\(^{236}\)

**Issues with selective termination**

The first issue in relation to the termination procedure is whether or not the parties want automatic termination to apply.\(^{237}\) The risk is that a counterparty may realise that its swap position, possibly with numerous counterparties if it is speculating, is out-of-the-money and that it needs to terminate the swap position without incurring the cost of unwinding its positions. Therefore, it may choose to cause a mandatory event of default to be activated so that the swap is compulsorily terminated and payments netted off. By barrng this event, the parties achieve a result that is closer to a rolling credit-watch than a speculative\(^{238}\) tool. Furthermore, by precluding automatic termination but retaining the right to terminate, the party to a master agreement can balance the decision whether to terminate an unprofitable deal but be safe from the future credit risk, or keep a profitable position alive while taking a strong view on the future credit risk of a defaulting counterparty.

What is not clear is whether or not the doctrine of estoppel\(^{239}\) would apply with a party that chooses not to exercise a right of termination but who later attempts to terminate that swap at a time when the counterparty is, for example, forced into insolvency by the cost of termination.\(^{238}\) The situation might be different where a party commits a Credit Event upon Merger, for example, and its counterparty chooses not to exercise termination rights. If that Event continues, the defaulting party is probably entitled to believe that the counterparty will not exercise rights of termination in respect of that event in the future and could continue in reliance on that fact.\(^{239}\)

---

235 See para. 2–21.

236 In accordance with the principle in *Boardman v Boardman* [1967] 2 A.C. 46.

237 Considered at para. 3–07.


---

**Entire agreement and exclusion of liability**

The master agreement provides that the master agreement will constitute the entirety of the agreement between the parties and that no other document or material or oral discussion between the parties' agents will constitute a part of the contract.\(^{240}\) However, such an entire agreement provision did not prevent a collateral agreement to the master agreement being found in *AS Klaaveness Chartering v Pioneer Freight Futures Co Ltd*.\(^{241}\) Furthermore, the English law approach to interpretation\(^{242}\) requires that the context in which the contract was created is part of the objective approach to interpreting that contract.\(^{243}\)

Another aspect to this provision might be that because the parties intend the document to constitute their entire agreement to the exclusion of any verbal or other representations or agreements made between the parties that consequently this provision may seek to exclude any liability for misrepresentation.\(^{244}\) Under English law, however, such a provision will not exclude the liability of a party who makes an actionable misrepresentation to its counterparty.\(^{245}\) It would not be expected that doctrines of fraud, misrepresentation or constructive fraud would be excluded by an English court in circumstances in which, for example, a complex derivative product was being sold to a less experienced customer.\(^{246}\) The reason for that would be the expectation that the terms of that transaction were dictated by the party seeking to exclude its liability. It is suggested that liabilities for misrepresentation, fraud and constructive fraud would be considered in general terms to be mandatory rules which ought not to be excluded in circumstances in which a contractual term, which formed part of a contract which was created in reliance on such misrepresentation or fraud, sought to exclude liability for that fraud or misrepresentation.

A court may be convinced that such a provision could be taken at face value in relation to a contract between similarly experienced professionals. However, even in such a situation it is suggested that such a provision ought not to be enforced if

240 This provision appeared, for example, in *Lehman Brothers Commodity Services Inc v Credit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank (formerly Calyon)* [2011] EWCH 1390 (Comm); [2011] All E.R. (D) 26 Jun.


242 See para. 5–25.

243 See, for example, *Lomas v JPB Firth Rixson Inc* [2010] EWCH 3372 (Ch); [2011] 2 B.C.L.C. 120.

244 ISDA Master Agreement 2002 s.9(a).


the misrepresentation or the fraud related to some factor—for example, information as to the representative’s financial situation—which induced the counterparty to enter into that transaction. It would only be in relation to some issue which the counterparty could be taken to have equivalent knowledge of—for example, the effect of interest rate movements on an interest rate swap—that such an exclusion clause would be effective. Reference in this regard should also be made to the discussion of unfair contract terms and the liability of sellers of derivatives.247

Set-off under the master agreement

3-136

The general law on set-off is considered in detail in Ch. 13. This section considers the ISDA Master Agreement which purports to grant a very broad set-off indeed over-and-above the general law on set-off. In this regard in "Lehman Brothers Commodity Services Inc v Credit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank (formerly Calyon)"248 x.6(f) of the Calyon Master Agreement249 provided that:

"(i) In addition to any rights of set-off a party may have as a matter of law or otherwise, upon the occurrence of an Event of Default, Credit Event Upon Merger, or an Additional Termination Event and the designation of an Early Termination Date pursuant to Section 6 of the Agreement with respect to a party ("X"), the other party ("Y") will have the right (but not be obliged) without prior notice to X or any other person to set-off or apply any obligation of X owed to Y (whether or not matured or contingent and whether or not arising under this Agreement, and regardless of the currency, place of payment or booking office of the obligation) against any obligation of Y owed to X (whether or not matured or contingent and whether or not arising under this Agreement, and regardless of the currency, place of payment or booking office of the obligation)."

In essence then, when an event of default occurs and the termination procedure is begun, the non-defaulting party may set off all outstanding obligations under any outstanding transactions: this format requires that notice be given before the set-off is conducted. It is suggested that in the event of the nomination of an early termination date as part of the termination procedure that the parties should be provided to have an automatic set-off to the extent permitted by any relevant system of law. Under English insolvency law, as considered in Ch. 13, the set-off would be mandatory under r.4.90 of the Insolvency Rules 1986 if there are mutual debts owed between the parties.251

Significantly this provision purports to grant a right to set off amounts owed under other agreements as well as under the master agreement. It is suggested that in relation to set-off on insolvency this would only be sufficient to establish mutual debts, as considered in Ch. 13, if this was considered sufficient to establish “mutual dealings” between the parties with r.4.90 of the Insolvency Rules

247 See para.6-102.
248 See para.7-01 et seq.
249 Lehman Brothers Commodity Services Inc v Credit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank (formerly Calyon) [2011] EWHC 1390 (Comm); [2011] All E.R. (D) 26 (Jun).
250 Inserted by Pt Sc) of the Schedule.
251 The provision is not intended to create a charge or other security interest.
252 See para.13-61.

1986.253 In "Lehman Brothers Commodity Services Inc v Credit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank (formerly Calyon)"254 a letter of credit was issued in relation to a derivatives transaction documented under an ISDA Master Agreement; the parties were already parties to another ISDA Master Agreement which was used for other transactions ("the Calyon agreement"). When Lehman Brothers Holdings, Inc went into insolvency in September 2008, this triggered an event of default under the ISDA Master Agreements on the basis of a failure of the credit support provider under those agreements. The issue which arose for decision was whether or not there should be a set-off between the early termination amount under the Calyon agreement and the amounts owing under the letter of credit. It was held that there was no provision to the contrary and no reason for there not to be equitable set-off in general terms across the two agreements. Section 6(f) of the ISDA Master Agreement purported to permit set-off in general terms of amounts owing between the parties. Having heard expert evidence as to New York law in this context in so far as it covered the Calyon agreement, Field J. held that there was no reason to exclude the use of set-off between the Calyon agreement and the letter of credit. No point was taken as to the effect of this analysis under the English insolvency law anti-deprivation or pari passu principles; rather the analysis focused solely on the position under New York law. However, the approach taken by Lord Collins in "Belmont Park Investments v BNY Corporate Trustee Ltd"255 suggests a more relaxed attitude to matters of set-off on insolvency in general terms; although whether it should extend to situations in which the set-off is intended to be enforced across different transactions which are unconnected by an express, common contractual provision would seem to stretch to breaking point the principle that some unsecured creditors should not be given an advantage over other unsecured creditors by taking assets from the estate of the insolvent person.256

253 See para.13-61.
254 Lehman Brothers Commodity Services Inc v Credit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank (formerly Calyon) [2011] EWHC 1390 (Comm); [2011] All E.R. (D) 26 (Jun).
256 Questions as to solvent set-off arose in Lisa Bo Larsen and Michael Ziegler (Foreign Representatives of Atlas Bulk Shipping A/S) Atlas Bulk Shipping A/S (in Bankruptcy) v Navios International Inc [2011] EWHC (Ch) 878, in which Atlas Bulk Shipping was not the subject of insolvency proceedings but which was the subject of such proceedings elsewhere, with the consequence that this was a case primarily concerned with cross-border insolvency. It was held inter alia that the general law of set-off considered in Ch.13 applied as to whether or not set-off would be appropriate between solvent parties, albeit that on the facts the more pressing issue was the appropriateness of foreign insolvency proceedings under private international law.
properly to terminate that contract automatically.\textsuperscript{120} Similarly, even if a term is a mere warranty, then it would be important in the derivatives context to identify the size of the loss which might be expected to flow from its breach. This is particularly important in circumstances in which the loss which might result is the cost of closing out a hedge which the courts might not otherwise consider to fall within the master agreement’s definition of “loss”.\textsuperscript{121} Recent case law on this topic was considered in detail in Ch.3.\textsuperscript{122} The question of breach of contract is considered in detail in Ch.8 \textit{Performance and interpretation of derivatives contracts} and the more general issues of the restitution of property paid under derivatives contracts is considered in Ch.9 \textit{Termination of derivatives contracts}.\textsuperscript{123}

CASE STUDIES: CONFUSION IN THE TRANSACTION PROCESS

The case of \textit{Peekay Intermark Ltd v Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Ltd}

The decision at first instance

One of the more difficult problems facing an in-house counsel in a large financial institution serving a derivatives trading floor arises when there is confusion about the creation of a transaction. The beginning of this chapter considered the sorts of problems which arise between traders, or between a trader and a client, when there are errors, misunderstandings, misrepresentations and so on. This section considers a decided case in the English High Court\textsuperscript{123} which deals with exactly these sorts of problems involving the creation of complex derivatives contracts which typically involve a number of different actors, including traders, account managers liaising with corporate clients, financial intermediaries and non-market counterparties; the next section considers the appeal in this case to the Court of Appeal. There were two very different understandings of the same factual circumstances in those courts. When considering the creation of high-volume derivatives contracts it is important to understand that those contracts are generally created by means of fast-moving negotiations between traders in which, while the majority of transactions will be created and performed without a hitch, there will often be mistakes, misunderstandings and misrepresentations made between those traders. In relation to low-volume, structured derivatives the negotiations between the parties will take some time and the product at issue may change its nature considerably during those negotiations: this is because the product is generally constructed by traders and marketed by account managers, such that there may be mismatches between the understandings of those traders, of those account managers and of the customers who rely on them.

\textsuperscript{120} See para.3–07.
\textsuperscript{121} See para.3–111.
\textsuperscript{122} See para.3–111.
\textsuperscript{123} \textit{Peekay Intermark Ltd v Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Ltd} [2005] EWHC 830 (Comm); reversed on appeal.

\textsuperscript{124} \textit{Peekay Intermark Ltd v Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Ltd} [2005] EWHC 830 (Comm).
particulars. Nevertheless what was found on the facts as to the documentation trail was the following, in the words of the judge, Sibbery QC:

"[The account manager] said that when she first saw this Contract Note (apparently in the course of proceedings), she was 'mystified, shocked and perplexed all in one. She described it as 'a very sloppy operational effort, and 'completely bizarre, adding, 'It's got wrong written all over it, and that it 'should never have gone out to the customer . . . There was no such thing as a USD GKO."125

The passage just quoted from the decision in Peekay v Intermark Ltd v Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Ltd demonstrates that within financial institutions the documentation process may happen at speed as the products are being developed and as on-going discussions are being conducted between a number of different people both acting on behalf of financial institutions and acting as financial intermediaries advising customers. Even when the product takes some time to put in place, there are still many opportunities for the many actors involved to create confusions, to make misrepresentations, and to make material changes to the product without communicating those changes suitably to the other parties involved.

In this case, Peekay contended that it had been induced to enter into this contract on the basis of negligent misrepresentations made to it as to the nature of the product. On these facts, it was held that the nature of the product had indeed been misrepresented to Pawani, while acting on behalf of the claimant company, Peekay. Even though it was not clear exactly to what extent Pawani had been misled, and even though Pawani was acknowledged to have had experience in derivatives trading, it was clear that the nature of the product as sold was materially different from the product as originally described to Pawani. Consequently, it was held that Peekay had been induced to enter into the contract by the misrepresentation and consequently that Peekay was entitled to damages.

The reversal by the Court of Appeal

The decision of Sibbery QC was reversed by the Court of Appeal. In a nutshell, the Court of Appeal considered that Pawani was at fault for not having read the contract closely so as to notice that the nature of the product had changed, and consequently it was held that Peekay could not maintain an action for misrepresentation against ANZ. The Court of Appeal held, in essence, that the buyer should have read the documentation because if he had, as an "experienced investor", he would have realised that the nature of the product had changed.

The Court of Appeal focused on different aspects of the facts from the trial judge. The leading judgment was given by Moore-Bick L.J., with whom Collins J. concurred; with a short judgment in agreement being delivered by Chadwick L.J. It was considered to be significant by Moore-Bick L.J. that a five page risk disclosure statement had been included with the documentation sent to Pawani; that the original discussion between Balasubramaniam and Pawani contained merely a general description of the investment and not something which would ordinarily constitute a misrepresentation; that Pawani should have realised that this was a "derivative"; that it could be inferred (although there was no finding of fact to this effect) that Pawani would have understood the transaction better if he
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125 Peekay Intermark Ltd v Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Ltd [2005] EWCH 830 (Comm) at [46].
126 Peekay Intermark Ltd v Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Ltd [2005] EWCH 830 (Comm) at [197].
contextual approaches advanced by Lord Hoffmann and followed by Lord Bingham. The latter approaches, with their preparedness to consider the background circumstances now constitute English law. The five principles set out by Lord Hoffmann in the House of Lords in Investors Compensation Scheme v West Bromwich Building Society are considered in the next section.

The central principle in Investors Compensation Scheme v West Bromwich Building Society

The central principle in interpreting contracts under English law (at the time of writing) is generally taken to be contained in the five-fold division of the principles contained in the judgment of Lord Hoffmann in the House of Lords in Investors Compensation Scheme v West Bromwich Building Society in the following terms:

"I think I should preface my explanation of my reasons with some general remarks about the principles by which contractual documents are nowadays construed. I do not think that the fundamental change which has overtaken this branch of the law, particularly as a result of the speeches of Lord Wilberforce in Prenn v Simmonds and Reardon Smith Line Ltd v Hansen-Tangen, Hansen-Tangen v Sanko Steamship Co, is always sufficiently appreciated. The result has been, subject to one important exception, to assimilate the way in which such documents are interpreted by judges to the common sense principles by which any serious utterance would be interpreted in ordinary life. Almost all the old intellectual baggage of 'legal interpretation' has been discarded. The principles may be summarised as follows.

(1) Interpretation is the ascertaining of the meaning which the document would convey to a reasonable person having all the background knowledge which would reasonably have been available to the parties in the situation in which they were at the time of the contract.

(2) The background was famously referred to by Lord Wilberforce as the 'matrix of fact', but this phrase is, if anything, an understated description of what the background may include. Subject to the requirement that it should have been reasonably available to the parties and to the exception to be mentioned next, it includes anything which would have affected the way in which the language of the document would have been understood by a reasonable man.

(3) The law excludes from the admissible background the previous negotiations of the parties and their declarations of subjective intent. They are admissible only in an action for rectification. The law makes this distinction for reasons of practical policy and, in this respect only, legal interpretation differs from the way we would interpret utterances in ordinary life. The boundaries of this exception are in some respects unclear. But this is not the occasion on which to explore them.


INTERPRETATION OF CONTRACTS

(4) The meaning which a document (or any other utterance) would convey to a reasonable man is not the same thing as the meaning of its words. The meaning of words is a matter of dictionaries and grammars; the meaning of the document is what the parties using those words against the relevant background would reasonably have been understood to mean. The background may not merely enable the reasonable man to choose between the possible meanings of words which are ambiguous but even (as occasionally happens in ordinary life) to conclude that the parties must, for whatever reason, have used the wrong words or syntax (see Manna Investment Co Ltd v Eagle Star Life Assurance Co Ltd).

(5) The 'rule' that words should be given their 'natural and ordinary meaning' reflects the commonsense proposition that we do not easily accept that people have made linguistic mistakes, particularly in formal documents. On the other hand, if one would nevertheless conclude from the background that something must have gone wrong with the language, the law does not require judges to attribute to the parties an intention which they plainly could not have had. Lord Diplock made this point more vigorously when he said in Antaios Cia Naviera SA v Saden Rederierna AB, The Antaios:

If detailed semantic and syntactical analysis of words in a commercial contract is going to lead to a conclusion that flouts business common sense, it must be made to yield to business common sense.

This approach therefore sets out five core principles. The following sections consider their significance in relation to derivatives transactions.

The five principles as interpreted latterly

These five principles set out by Lord Hoffmann in Investors Compensation Scheme have been the subject of many judicial glosses in later cases. Each principle is considered in turn in the discussion to follow. Importantly, however, it has been suggested by Patten J. that these five principles should be taken together as a single whole and not treated as five distinct rules in themselves. It is true that these five principles together constitute a guide as to the conduct of interpretation contracts but, nevertheless as will emerge from the discussion to follow, in many senses they must be considered separately.

(1) The perspective of the reasonable person

First, interpretation is conducted from the perspective of a reasonable person, albeit one who has knowledge of the circumstances in which the contract was created. Significantly, this demonstrates the underlying philosophy of the interpretation of contracts in English law: namely, an objective approach to identifying the meaning of the terms of the contract, as opposed to an attempt to identify the intentions of the parties. This concept has been expressed as the "familiar way of expressing the judicial process of inference from admissible primary evidence." It is not clear whether or not the reasonable person should
have expertise in derivatives, or simply be a reasonable member of the public. It is suggested that the reasonable person should be deemed to have the expertise of the buyer of the transaction that is the person whose level of expertise is likely to set the regulatory standard for the manner in which the transaction should have been conducted.

The concept of the reasonable person is interesting. The mythical reasonable person is necessarily shorn of any actual history or beliefs. When the parties to a contract act, they do so in the context of their personal circumstances. By contrast, the reasonable person is a cipher which is used to attempt to step away from the purely subjective attitudes and desires of two parties to litigation. Moreover, it is important to note that the reference to a reasonable person here does not get us beyond the fact that judges will also disagree as to the proper interpretation of a contract, which suggests that the reasonable person is not in truth a semantic superman but rather a reflection of the opinions of a given judge striving to be objective. However, what is useful about the reasonable person concept is that it reflects the fact that a written contract takes on a life of its own which is distinct from any of the human beings who created it. One looks first to the inanimate object that is the written contract in an attempt to discover meaning before consulting any of the human beings involved in its creation. The objective approach taken in English law to the interpretation of contracts is the apotheosis of this determination to see a contract as being a thing which is distinct from any of the human beings involved with its creation. In a perfect world, contractual positivists of this sort would simply deal with the wording of the contract; but, humans being what they are and it being in the essence of their natures to err, the wording of the contract cannot always be relied upon and so the courts are required to consider the background circumstances so as to identify the best interpretation of it.

(2) Reference to "absolutely anything" in the background circumstances

Secondly, (subject to what is said below) the background circumstances include "absolutely anything" which should have been reasonably available to the parties (whether it was or not). In the abstract it would be unclear how far knowledge of the circumstances should extend; although the use of the expression "absolutely anything" (albeit that that has been qualified in subsequent cases) suggests that the buyer's commercial objectives would be significant to the extent they were made known to the seller, and also that the seller's wish to rely on the ordinary expectations of the derivatives markets as to the use of the terms at issue and the conduct of transactions in practice would be admissible.

What would be different between these two items, it is suggested, is the following. An inexpert buyer might not have had any knowledge of normal market practice and that as such ought not to be used to interpret the contract because of the inequality of bargaining power and expertise between the parties, whereas a transaction between market professionals would constitute a different context. (That they should be taken to constitute a different context is suggested by conduct of business regulation which differentiates between exactly those sorts of levels of expertise.) By contrast, the buyer’s commercial objectives in seeking a complex, bespoke derivatives product from an expert swaps dealer would necessarily have been of significance to the swaps dealer when constructing the product, as well as to the buyer; whereas, arguably, a high volume speculative derivative sold to another market professional by the seller might not require the seller to inquire into the buyer’s objectives in the same way.

The effect of admitting "absolutely anything", and its subsequent restriction

As a result of the five principles in Investors Compensation Scheme v West Bromwich Building Society litigants and their advisors began to seek to adduce mountains of evidence relating to the circumstances in which their contracts had been created originally, with the effect that litigation became difficult to manage. Once litigators felt that the floodgates had been opened to the admission of any evidence which went to the context in which the contract had been created, then litigation as to the interpretation of contracts became an even more document-heavy process than previously. Much of this difficulty could have been addressed simply by a development of the law of evidence relating to the admissibility of documents and other evidence between the terms of the contract itself. However, a large amount of judicial effort has been poured into re-calibrating Lord Hoffmann's central principles.

Lord Hoffmann's career on the bench was characterised by a series of brave attempts to introduce order to English law by restating some of its central principles in his judgments. Not infrequently this required his lordship to recalibrate his own words in later judgments in relation, for example, to the concept of "dishonesty" in equity and the rights of minority shareholders in company law. Similarly, his lordship was required to qualify this central principle in his lordship's own judgment in the later case of BCNI v Ali. The gloss which Lord Hoffmann placed on this principle was as follows:

"When… I said that the admissible background included "absolutely anything" which would have affected the way in which the language of the document would have been understood by a reasonable man, I did not think it necessary to emphasise that I meant anything which a reasonable man would have regarded as relevant. I was merely saying that there is no conceptual limit to what can be regarded as background. It is not, for example, confined to the factual background and can include the state of the law (as in cases in which one takes into account that the parties are unlikely to have intended to agree to something unlawful or legally ineffective) or proved common assumptions which were in fact quite mistaken. But the primary source for understanding what the parties meant is their language interpreted in accordance with conventional usage: "… we do not easily accept that people have made linguistic mistakes, particularly in formal documents. I was certainly not encouraging a tawdly through background which could not have made a reasonable person think that the parties must have departed from conventional usage."

54 See para.17—07.
55 Indeed the case management process under the Civil Procedure Rules became an important part of applying Lord Hoffmann's principles in practice by excluding inadmissible evidence.
CHOICE OF LAW UNDER THE ROME CONVENTION:
CONTRACTS CREATED ON OR BEFORE DECEMBER 17, 2009

The sources of law on contract in conflicts of law

This section relates to the choice of a governing law in a contract created on or before December 17, 2009. The Rome Convention deals with questions as to choice of the system of law which will govern a contract created within that time period. The discussion of many points of detail was therefore considered in the preceding section of this chapter. This section will focus on the key differences between the Convention and the Regulation in relation to choice of law in derivatives contracts.

The sources of conflict of law rules relating to contracts in England and Wales are in a state of flux at present. In essence, contracts created before December 17, 2009 are governed by the Rome Convention, as considered in this section of this chapter; whereas contracts created after December 17, 2009 are governed by the Rome I Regulation, as considered in the following section of this chapter. The change has been signalled by the introduction of the Rome I Regulation by the European Union which has updated the Rome Convention which had been a place previously. The changes are changes primarily of detail for the purposes of derivatives contracts, as set out below. Because the previous law will continue to apply to contracts created before the cut-off date, the previous law will be of importance to a large number of master agreements which will last for a number of years into the future and to confirmations of complex derivatives products with a long lifespan. Briefly put, the development of EU law in this area is part of the movement towards harmonisation of private international law rules within the European Union.

The legal architecture

In essence, the Rome Convention supplies the contractual choice of law provisions for the United Kingdom in relation to contracts which were created on or before December 17, 2009. The position relating to the governing law of contracts and the English conflicts of law rules was dealt with by the Contracts (Applicable Law) Act 1990 which incorporated expressly the Rome Convention 1980 and the Brussels Protocols of 1988 which amended it (referred to together as "the Convention"). The 1990 Act applies to disputes between legal jurisdictions within the United Kingdom, and in particular to "contractual obligations in any situation involving a choice between the laws of different countries". As such it stands for the whole of the English law rules relating to contracts in private international law on or before December 17, 2009. The policy goal of the Convention was the "sound operation of the internal market". As will emerge below, one of the regulation's key components is that the autonomy of the parties to a contract... must be respected" with the result that express choices of jurisdiction in a contract will be respected by the courts.

Competence ultimately to decide issues as to the interpretation of the Convention lies with the European Court of Justice ("ECJ"). Municipal courts are, however, only required to refer questions to the ECJ in circumstances in which they consider that there is a point of law at issue on which they require the ruling of the ECJ. However, in reaching their own decisions, municipal courts are required to act "in accordance with the principles laid down by, and any relevant decision of [the ECJ]". There is similarly an obligation to effect a uniform application of the Convention across the EU rather than simply applying the old English common law rules.

The scope of the Rome Convention

Article 1(1) of the Rome Convention provides that "The rules of this Convention shall apply to contractual obligations in any situation involving a choice between the laws of different countries". Therefore, the first issue is to demonstrate that the dispute is contractual in nature. The issue raised must not be tortious or restitutionary for the Convention to apply, as those types of remedy are considered generally in Ch.7. Unlike the Rome Convention, the jurisdiction regulation is not restricted in scope to contractual disputes and therefore may refer to issues properly concerned with contract or alternatively with tort, equity or restitution.

As mentioned above, there must be a choice of law problem for the provisions of the Rome Convention to apply. Traditionally this issue arose at common law where the contract was effected with a party from another jurisdiction, or the contract was formed in another jurisdiction, or the contract had some connection with another jurisdiction which brought a different system of law into play. Given the concretisation of the issue in statutory form some further issues arise. First, by way of example, where French entities contracting in France enter into a contract between one of those institutions then books the transaction through an English subsidiary, the issue arises whether or not there is any scope for English law to apply. Secondly, the requirement that there must be "a choice between the laws of different countries" does not apply to purely procedural or evidential matters between the parties. Thirdly, the reference specifically to "country" and not to "system of law" means that the laws of, for example, individual US states would not fall within the Convention as not relating to distinct countries but only to regions within a country.

The Rome Convention excludes a number of forms of contract, such as non-commercial contracts, wills and employment contracts. However, financial derivatives contracts fall within its ambit. Importantly, issues of the status or legal capacity of natural persons falls out with the Rome Convention. Similarly,
arbitration agreements and agreements as to jurisdiction are excluded from the Rome Convention. As a result of the Anglo-centric nature of the trust, trusts are excluded although issues as to contracts entered into by trustees would appear to be included within the Rome Convention. The English common law rules are only of application to cases which do not fall within the Convention or to contracts effected before the Rome Convention came into force. The Rome Convention does apply to disputes between parties within the United Kingdom, and therefore traditional conflict of law rules will apply in relation to claims about contracts effected for example between England and Scotland.

THE APPLICABILITY OF THE ROME CONVENTION

Article 2 provides that: “Any law specified by this Convention shall be applied whether or not it is the law of a Contracting State.” Therefore, the Convention is to have universal application and is not restricted to the application of the legal systems of Member States. For example, the parties would be free to choose the law of New York, and are thus not restricted to choosing European systems of law.

Issues relating to choice of law

The primary distinction for the lawyer preparing financial documentation is between contracts where there is an express choice of law and situations where there is no such express choice of law. As considered above, in master agreements, confirmations and credit support agreements, it is usual to specify a particular system of rules which are to govern the contract so that any disputes which arise in relation to that contract are resolved by reference exclusively to that particular system of law. It is also usual to identify a choice of jurisdiction and a choice of arbitration to deal with problems arising under that contract. Clearly, a choice of law provision adds certainty to the parties’ agreement by pre-selecting the treatment of any particular problems which might arise through their agreement. However, there are a number of situations in which no master agreement will have been signed or no confirmation is in place, such that the parties are thrown back on core principles of the conflict of laws to decide the appropriate rule to govern their agreement. In this latter category of circumstance, the Rome Convention will interpolate a governing law for the contract.

---

23 Rome Convention art.1(2)(a).
24 Rome Convention art.1(2)(g). It would appear therefore that the exclusion relates specifically to the inter-relationship of settlor, trustee and beneficiary.
25 There is also some residual application for matters such as the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977.
26 Section 2(3) of the 1990 Act.
27 cf. paras 10–24, 10–39.
28 Rome Convention art.3(1). At common law see Whitworth Street Estates (Manchester) Ltd v James Miller and Partners Ltd [1970] A.C. 583 at 603, per Lord Reid.
31 Under the common law before the 1990 Act, the court would have applied “the ordinary rules of English law relating to the construction of contracts”: Compagnie Transatlantique de Navigation SA v Compagnie d’Armement Maritime SA [1971] A.C. 572 at 603.
35 Rome Convention art.3(2).
into complex derivatives with JP Morgan. It was a novice entity in the use of derivatives. The parties executed a 2002 version ISDA Master Agreement together with a 60-page Confirmation. The effect of the collapse of Lehman Brothers in September 2008 was to affect the amounts owed by the authority to an enormous degree, with the result that JP Morgan sought an amount of US $112 million from the authority under the transaction. The first issue to arise was whether jurisdiction should be granted to the English courts, as was provided for in the parties' master agreement, or whether it should be granted to the Berlin Regional Court as the transport authority preferred. The authority argued that art.23 of the Brussels I Regulation should be displaced by art.22 on the basis that this case fell within the exclusive jurisdiction provisions in that article, which thus operated as an exception to the usual rule that jurisdiction would follow an express choice of jurisdiction clause. It was held by Tease J. that the general provision in art.23 of the Brussels Convention applied to the parties because none of the specific exclusions in art.22 applied. The Court of Appeal upheld the decision of Tease J. on the basis that the issues with which the court was "principally concerned" in this case were connected with the claim before the English courts and not matters covered by art.22.

Similarly in UBS AG, London Branch v Kommunale Wasserwerke Leipzig GMBH it was argued that art.22 meant that the issue should be remitted to the German courts. On those facts it was also argued that because the Leipzig water authority had allegedly not acquired proper internal authorisation as required by German law for a complex combination of credit default swap and CDO products, which were intended to provide protection against the failure of certain counterparties to perform their obligations to the authority, that the contract was null and void. It was held that because the proceedings were "principally concerned" with the enforceability of the derivatives agreements under English law and not with questions of German law as to authority and capacity, then the proceedings could proceed under English law.

It is suggested that both of these cases are unfortunately decided. In both instances the claimant is operating a very old argument indeed. In terms that argument runs as follows: I now realise that I have made a bad bargain, and so I am going to have that bargain set aside on the basis that I did not follow my own internal procedures for acquiring authority to make that bargain in the first place. There is a logically anterior question to the issue of interpreting the contract: that logically anterior question is whether or not the parties had the necessary capacity to make that contract in the first place. So, there can be no question as to the efficacy of the contract under English law or before an English court until an answer has been found to the question as to whether or not the claimant had either

114. The product was an "Independent Collateral Enhancement Transaction" which combined a contract granting credit risk protection in respect of cross-border lease arrangements that the authority had previously concluded with third parties with an interest rate swap.
116. In particular art.22(2) which provides that: "in proceedings which have as their object the validity of the constitution, the nullity or the dissolution of companies or other legal persons or associations of natural or legal persons, or of the validity of the decisions of their organs, the courts of the Member State in which the company, legal person or association has its seat. In order to determine that seat, the court shall apply its rules of private international law."

CHOICE OF JURISDICTION

the authority or the capacity to enter into that agreement in the first place. If the authority did not have the capacity to enter into that agreement, then there is no contract to enforce before the English court because it is void ab initio, as with the UK local authority swaps cases. Therefore, jurisdiction to decide this fundamental question should have been granted to the German courts.

Article 22 also arose for analysis in Depfa Bank Plc v Provincita Di Pisa where an Italian local authority had entered into interest rate swaps to cap the interest rate payments on its publicly issued debt. The interest rate swaps were documented under an ISDA Master Agreement. Lastly, the authority sought to argue that the transaction was void as being beyond the powers of the authority. The two banks which had sold the interest rate swaps sought to enforce the authority's payment obligations. The issue arose whether the appropriate jurisdiction was England and Wales (as identified in the master agreement) or Italy (as the Italian local authority preferred). It was held that this was not a case in which the issues could only be decided by reference to Italian law but rather that the interests of justice would not be served by a trial in Italy. Moreover, declining jurisdiction in favour of the Italian Administrative Court would not have promoted the interests of justice because proceedings on the substance of the contract would need to continue in England, and the jurisdiction of the Italian court under Italian law only permitted it to hear some (but not all) of the issues in this case.

Express choice of jurisdiction binding only between the parties to the contract

In Morgan Stanley & Co International Plc v China Haisheng Juice Holdings Co Ltd, the claimant bank sought to rely on a provision in cl.13 of the ISDA Master Agreement, a clause which provided that England and Wales was the sole jurisdiction for the resolution of disputes in relation to currency swaps (and other derivatives) effected between the parties to that master agreement. The claimant sought to rely on that clause in relation to obligations of an affiliate of its counterparty, even though that affiliate was not itself a party to the master agreement. On these facts, it was held that it had not been the intention of the parties that cl.13 was to apply to transactions with persons which were not parties to the master agreement. It had been argued that because there were references to "Affiliates" in the Schedule, in relation to cross-default, set-off in case of insolvency, and so forth, that the affiliate and the counterparty should be treated as being a single business entity, with the result that the affiliate should be deemed to be subject to the jurisdiction of the English courts under cl.13. This argument was rejected. It was held that on a proper interpretation of cl.13 it was intended to apply only to claims between the parties and only claims relating to the master agreement.

120. Credit Suisse First Boston (Europe) Ltd v MLC (Bermuda) Ltd [1999] 1 All E.R. (Comm) 237 applied; Donohue v Armaco Inc [2002] 1 All E.R. (Comm) 97 considered.
121. The decision of Rix J. in Credit Suisse First Boston (Europe) [1999] 1 All E.R. (Comm) 237 was applied in this sense. As was explained in Ch.2, mention of the affiliate in the Schedule was only as part of establishing the circumstances in which the counterparty could be treated as being subject to
neither in breach of contract nor vexatious for one of the parties to seek to bring proceedings in a second jurisdiction after they had already been commenced by the other party in the first.128

No application of the forum non conveniens principle

It was the case under English law that a litigant could apply to the court for an order that the jurisdiction selected was a forum non conveniens: in essence, that meant that the applicant had to convince the court that the jurisdiction selected or applied by law was sufficiently inconvenient that it should be displaced.129 It has been held, however, in applying art.4 in Owusu v Jackson130 that the forum non conveniens principle does not apply after the enactment of the Convention and latterly the Regulation.131 Significantly, that is so even in relation to litigation between an English party and a Jamaican party which has no relation to the European Union or any likely effect on the completion of the single market. However, the strictness of the principles in the Regulation is absolute in this regard. Indeed, as Prof Briggs has observed:

"Quite why the Regulation provides a stay of English proceedings in favour of the courts of Jamaica is puzzling ... But civilian hostility to the doctrine of forum non conveniens can seem almost pathological."132

Recognition of judgments

Significantly, any judgment given in one Member State shall be recognised in any other Member State without the need for further action.133 The only circumstances in which judgments are not to be recognised is where it would be "manifestly contrary to public policy", where judgment was given in default of the respondent's appearance in court where no copies of proceedings were delivered to the respondent, where it is irreconcilable with existing judgments, or where it is irreconcilable with a dispute between those same parties which is already in train.134 However, the Regulation contains a general principle that "under no circumstances may a foreign judgment be reviewed as to its substance".135

129 It was held by Lord Goff in Spiliada Maritime Corp v Consulix Ltd [1987] A.C. 460 at 476 that "The basic principle is that a stay will only be granted on the grounds of forum non conveniens where the court is satisfied that there is some other available forum, having jurisdiction, which is the appropriate forum for trial of the action, i.e. in which the case may be tried more suitably for the interests of all the parties and the end of justice". This principle was applied in Connelly v RTZ Corps Plc [1998] A.C. 854 HL and in Lubbe v Cape Plc [2000] 1 W.L.R. 1545 HL.
133 EC 44/2001 art.33(1).
134 EC 44/2001 art.34.
135 EC 44/2001 art.36.
There is one final issue as to the role of the custodian of the global note as a trustee in itself. A trustee may or may not be appointed in respect of the global note. Further, the custodian may not be expressed to be a trustee and yet appear to have the trappings of a trustee in a jurisdiction where the trust concept is not recognised. The issue as to the enforceability of trustee obligations is therefore a vexed one. This issue arises generally with reference to bond issues and in particular in respect of depositary receipts.\(^{177}\)

**Shortcomings in standard market documentation for collateral**

The discussion of the ISDA Credit Support Deed identified a number of deficiencies in the description of the nature of the rights which the secured party acquires: see in particular in paras 12–44, 12–45, 12–47 and 12–49. There are other problems, however. The impact of the decision in *Westdeutsche Landesbank Girozentrale v Islington LBC*\(^{178}\) is that—even though it was accepted that the parties would have expected to receive compound interest on their money in ordinary circumstances and that they had entered into the standard form contracts—parties to financial contracts will not be entitled to proprietary remedies where those agreements are held to be void. Furthermore, it appears from the decisions that any contractual provision which sought to preserve such proprietary rights would itself be void, making the retention of title in such agreements impossible.

Therefore, the key problem with the decision in *Westdeutsche Landesbank Girozentrale v Islington LBC* and all of the other local authority swaps cases is that the courts intentionally overlook the fact that the parties had allocated the risks of their transactions. Leggatt L.J. considers that there is no substantive issue to consider on the facts of *Westdeutsche Landesbank Girozentrale v Islington LBC* when he held that:

> "The parties believed that they were making an interest rate swaps contract. They were not, because such a contract was ultra vires the local authority. So that they made no contract at all."\(^{179}\)

Therefore, the courts made no reference at all to any of the contractual terms agreed between them. The result of this refusal to consider the standard market contracts will include those terms dealing with credit risk management, as well as terms dealing with the creation of commercial interest rate swap obligations. Therefore, the further question arises: would a guarantee or collateral agreement be valid if it were annexed to that contract? That is, would the banks have been able to enforce the terms of any guarantee extended to them by the local authorities? It would follow from the courts' insistence that the contracts are to be ignored, that any credit support document attached to the interest rate swap agreement would be similarly void. Therefore, if the local authorities had ring-fenced a particular bank account with an amount of money in it, held on trust for the banks contingent on the authorities' failure to perform under the main agreement, the banks would have had no recourse to that money because the

---


\(^{179}\) *Westdeutsche Landesbank Girozentrale v Islington LBC* [1994] 4 All E.R. 890 at 967.
liabilities can be taken into account but scope must be left for the possibility that the company will be able to find the wherewithal to meet those obligations before they become due and payable.

Section 123 of the Insolvency Act 1986 provides, to the extent that it is relevant for present purposes, as follows:

(1) A company is deemed unable to pay its debts—
(a) if a creditor (by assignment or otherwise) to whom the company is indebted in a sum exceeding £750 then due has served on the company, by leaving it at the company’s registered office, a written demand (in the prescribed form) requiring the company to pay the sum due and the company has for 3 weeks thereafter neglected to pay the sum or to secure or compound for it to the reasonable satisfaction of the creditor, or
(b) if, in England and Wales, execution or other process issued on a judgment, decree or order of any court in favour of a creditor of the company is returned unsatisfied in whole or in part, or
(c) if it is proved to the satisfaction of the court that the company is unable to pay its debts as they fall due.

(2) A company is also deemed unable to pay its debts if it is proved to the satisfaction of the court that the value of the company’s assets is less than the amount of its liabilities, taking into account its contingent and prospective liabilities.\(^{79}\)

Lord Neuberger in the Court of Appeal in _BNY Corporate Trustee Services Ltd v Eurocail-UK 2007-3BL Plc\(^ {79}\)_ approved the characterisation of s.123(1) as being a “cash flow test” (in which the measure of the solvency of the entity depends upon its ability to meet its obligations from its cash flow) and s.123(2) as being a “balance sheet test” (in which the obligations rest on a measurement of the entity’s structural assets and liabilities as valued at the time of creating the balance sheet account). This allows a balance to be struck between an entity’s present and future liabilities on the one hand and its present and likely future wherewithal to meet those liabilities.

The market situation at the time of the collapse of Lehman Brothers in September 2008 is instructive here. Before the “credit crunch” (in which banks stopped lending to one another and stopped lending to their customers at anything like normal levels) began to gather momentum, most financial institutions had been able to book optimistic values for their assets (particularly in the form of securities and derivatives); but as the credit crunch bit then previously profitable instruments like collateralised debt obligations (“CDOs”, as described in Ch.1)\(^ {80}\), credit default swaps (“CDS”) and real estate investments in the USA had to be devalued sharply. In particular, if a special purpose vehicle (“SPV”) which was used in the construction of a CDO structure, which in turn was rated at AAA due to the perceived quality of the CDO product which that SPV operated, then once the value of that CDO deteriorated in value there was a question as to whether or not the SPV remained solvent given the question as to whether or not it would be able to meet its future obligations to the investors in the CDO. This is particularly

---


\(^{80}\) See para.1–189.
Whereas, if those future obligations had been brought into account at that time at their face value then the entity would have been insolvent.

It is suggested that the issue here is as to the drafting of the event of default relating to the bankruptcy of the relevant entity. On the basis of the judgment of Morriss C, then an event of default drafted on the basis that the entity would be deemed to be insolvent if it “could not pay its present, contingent and future obligations as they become due” then the claimant creditor could not rely on the face value of those liabilities being taken into account. To pray in aid the approach taken by Nicholls L.J. above, the clause would need to provide that the entity would be deemed to be insolvent if its assets at any valuation date are lower in value than the aggregate of its present, contingent and future obligations as if they were due and payable on that valuation date”. The difference is that in the second provision the creditor is entitled to take the current value of those liabilities into account as though the counterparty was required to meet all of those obligations immediately. But for the extension in s.123(2) of the 1986 Act, it is suggested, that it would be illogical to claim that an entity would not be able to meet its obligations as they become “due and payable” because future obligations are not “due and payable” until their maturity date. In relation, for example, to an annual payment date on an interest rate swap, that would not be “due and payable” until the payment date arrives. Therefore, to bring that future obligation into account would require a provision to that effect and it would also require a present valuation of the likely value of that swap on the future payment date which records that the counterparty is expected to be liable to make a payment of a given amount: of course, it may be the case that on that payment date that the counterparty benefits from movements in interest rates in the meantime which mean that it has no obligation (or only a small obligation) to make payment. Clearly, it would require clear proof that such a contingent obligation is likely to fall in at a level which would force the counterparty into insolvency and that that counterparty would not be able to raise sufficient funds to meet that obligation.

This matter was appealed to the Court of Appeal in BNY Corporate Trustee Services Ltd v Eurossl-UK 2007-3BL Plc who approved the judgment of Morriss C. One significant point which was made in the Court of Appeal was that the purpose of s.123(2) of the 1986 Act was to deal with entities with incurable problems with future or contingent debts: this meets the point made above that an entity may be able to find sufficient funds to meet a future obligation even if it is not in funds at the time of valuing its assets and liabilities. Therefore, the question was whether or not that entity could reasonably be expected to meet its obligations.

The question of bank insolvency under the Banking Act 2009

Bank insolvency in general terms

Part 2 of the Banking Act 2009 deals with bank insolvency. One of the great difficulties with the global financial crisis in 2008-2009 was deciding whether banks were insolvent or whether they were solvent but dealing in an illiquid market which made it seem temporarily as though they would have been unable to meet their debts as they would in time fall due. Section 90 gives an overview of the insolvency process under Pt 2 of the Banking Act 2009 as follows:90

(2) The main features of bank insolvency are that—
(a) a bank enters the process by court order,
(b) the order appoints a bank liquidator,
(c) the bank liquidator aims to arrange for the bank’s eligible depositors to have their accounts transferred or to receive their compensation from the FSCS,
(d) the bank liquidator then winds up the bank, and
(e) for those purposes, the bank liquidator has powers and duties of liquidators, as applied and modified by the provisions of this Part.”

In the first place there must be a court order made for the insolvency process to begin91 which must be made on an application from the FSA, the Bank of England or the Treasury.92 A liquidator is to be appointed with a view to liquidating the assets of the insolvent bank. To demonstrate insolvency, three particular grounds must be satisfied:93

(3) Ground A is that a bank is unable, or likely to become unable, to pay its debts,
(a) Ground B is that the winding up of a bank would be in the public interest, and
(b) Ground C is that the winding up of a bank would be fair.”

So, first, the bank must either be unable to pay its debts or unlikely to be able to pay its debts. Two problems arise here: a bank can be treated as insolvent if it is considered “unlikely” that it will be unable to pay its debts, which raises problems as to the level of likelihood and whether that means a likelihood of a failure across the life of the debt or in the immediate future; and also that the bank must be “unable to pay its debts” possibly at any time and not (as the legend ordinarily has it) when the bank is “unable to pay its debts as they become due”. Secondly, it must be in the public interest that the bank is wound up. Thirdly, the winding up must be “fair”. Furthermore, the threshold conditions set out in s.7 of the Banking Act 2009 must also be satisfied, as set out above. If those conditions are satisfied, then an insolvency order may be made further to s.98 of the Banking Act 2009 where the FSA has given notice under s.120 of the Banking Act 2009 (for an application for an administration order or a petition for winding up order) and the FSA or the Bank of England applies for a bank insolvency order, then the insolvency order “is treated as having taken effect when the application or petition was made or presented”.94

A bank liquidator is then appointed in accordance with the Bank Insolvency (England and Wales) Rules 2009.95 The insolvent bank is then liquidated in accordance with the objectives set out in s.99 of the Banking Act 2009:

90 Banking Act 2009 s.90(2).
91 Banking Act 2009 s.94.
92 Banking Act 2009 s.95.
93 Banking Act 2009 s.96(1).
94 Banking Act 2009 s.98(2).
SET-OFF, NETTING AND INSOLVENCY

“(1) A bank liquidator has two objectives.
(2) Objective 1 is to work with the FSCS so as to ensure that as soon as is reasonably practicable each eligible depositor—
(a) has the relevant account transferred to another financial institution, or
(b) receives payment from (or on behalf of) the FSCS.
(3) Objective 2 is to wind up the affairs of the bank so as to achieve the best result for the bank’s creditors as a whole.”

Importantly, under s.103 of the Banking Act 2009 a bank liquidator “may do anything necessary or expedient for the pursuit of” the s.99 objectives. Under s.99 of the Banking Act 2009, the objectives of the bank liquidator are to work effectively with the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (“FSCS”), which was discussed in Ch.9, and “to wind up the affairs of the bank so as to achieve the best result for the bank’s creditors as a whole.” To achieve the liquidation there are two phases. In the first phase, a “liquidation committee” is to be appointed once the insolvency order has been made and that liquidation committee must consist of three individuals appointed by the Bank of England, the FSA, and the FSCS. The liquidation committee is required by s.102 of the Banking Act 2009 to recommend that the bank liquidator pursue Objective 1 (in s.99) or Objective 2 (in s.100), in particular bearing in mind the desirability of working effectively with the FSCS. The liquidation committee is therefore focused in the first instance on paying back the depositors, or passing a “full payment resolution” in the jargon. Once that is done, a second form of liquidation committee is appointed by a meeting of the bank’s creditors.

Insolvency and investment banks

13–52

There is a further power in s.233 of the Banking Act 2009 for the Treasury to modify insolvency law as it relates to “investment banks” by means of Treasury regulation. The reference to “investment banks” is a reference to banks which safeguard or administer investments, or which deal in investments either as principal or agent. Those regulations may establish a new procedure for investment banks where (i) they are unable, or are likely to become unable, to pay their debts ..., or (ii) their winding up would be fair. Those Treasury regulations are required to observe the following principles:

“(a) identifying, protecting, and facilitating the return of, client assets,
(b) protecting creditors rights,
(c) ensuring certainty for investment banks, creditors, clients, liquidators and administrators,
(d) minimising the disruption of business and markets, and

Bank administration: The fundamentals of bank administration

The previous section considered the liquidation of banks. There may well be a part or parts of the bank, however, which continue to do business and which continue to have customers: this rump of a bank is known as “the residual bank”. Part 3 of the Banking Act 2009 provides for the way in which the residual bank’s affairs are to be administered. Administration in this sense pre-supposes that these parts of the business will continue in effect as long as possible, or hopefully with a view to them being returned to “normal” (as that term is defined in the Act and discussed below). Administration of a bank is conducted in detail in accordance with Bank Administration (England and Wales) Rules 2009, although the core legislative principles are set out in Pt 3 of the Banking Act 2009.

An overview of Pt 3 is presented in s.136 of the Banking Act 2009, to the effect that:

“(2) The main features of bank administration are that—
(a) it is used where part of the business of a bank is sold to a commercial purchaser in accordance with section 11 or transferred to a bridge bank in accordance with section 12 (and it can also be used in certain cases of multiple transfers under Part 1),
(b) the court appoints a bank administrator on the application of the Bank of England,
(c) the bank administrator is able and required to ensure that the non-sold or non-transferred part of the bank ("the residual bank") provides services or facilities required to enable the commercial purchaser ("the private sector purchaser") or the transferee ("the bridge bank") to operate effectively, and
(d) in other respects the process is the same as for normal administration under the Insolvency Act 1986, subject to specified modifications.”

The administration process is to be used when a private sector purchaser or a bridge bank has acquired the failing bank under ss.10 and 11 of the Act. The Bank of England must seek an administrator for the residual bank so that the residual bank can continue in operation in the way that administrations are organised under the Insolvency Act 1986 scheme.

The process for obtaining a bank administration order is that the Bank of England may apply to the court, nominating an identified person as the bank administrator. The grounds for making a bank administration order on the application of the Bank of England are that the Bank of England intends to make a property transfer instrument or will apply for a property transfer order, and

90 Banking Act 2009 s.103(1).
91 Banking Act 2009 s.99.
92 Banking Act 2009 s.100.
93 Banking Act 2009, s.100(2).
94 Banking Act 2009 s.100.
95 Banking Act 2009 s.100.
97 Banking Act 2009 s.142.
98 Banking Act 2009 s.143(1)–(2).
99 See now Investment Bank Special Administration Regulations 2011 (SI 2011/245) which came into effect on April 5, 2011 in relation specifically to investment banks.
100 Banking Act 2009 s.233(1).
101 Banking Act 2009 s.233(3).